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NOTES

THE FUTURE OF ROE v. WADE IN THE SUPREME COURT: DEVOLUTION OF THE RIGHT OF ABORTION AND RESURGENCE OF STATE CONTROL

The legal status of abortion was exclusively within the province of the state legislatures until 1973, when the United States Su-

1 See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 116-18 (1973). The Texas criminal abortion legislation at issue in Roe v. Wade was "typical of those . . . in effect in many States for approximately a century." Id. at 116. Prior to the codification of abortion law, the majority of states adhered to the pre-existing English common law which permitted abortion before "'quickening,'" the first movement of the fetus in the womb, usually appearing between the 16th and 18th week of pregnancy. Id. at 132, 138 (citing DORLAND'S ILLUSTRATED MEDICAL DICATIONARY 1261 (24th ed. 1965)). In 1821, Connecticut, the first state to enact abortion legislation, criminalized abortion of a quick fetus. Id. at 136, 138 (citing CONN. STAT., tit. 20, § 14 (1821)). In 1828, New York enacted legislation that served as the basis for other early state anti-abortion statutes by classifying abortion of an unquickened fetus as a misdemeanor and that of a quick fetus, as second-degree manslaughter while providing an exception in both circumstances for abortions necessary to preserve the life of the mother. Id. at 138 (citing N.Y. REV. STAT., pt. 4, c. 1, tit. 2, art. 1, § 9 and tit. 6, § 21 (1829)). By the late 19th century, most states had eliminated the quickening distinction from statutory law and increased the degree of the offense and its penalties. Id. at 139. Increasingly restrictive abortion statutes culminated in a complete ban of abortion in most states by the end of the 1950's. Id; see also LAURENCE H. TRIBE, ABORTION: THE CLASH OF ABSOLUTES 42 (1990). A movement to reform strict abortion laws began in 1967 when twenty-eight state legislatures considered liberalization bills, with twelve states passing such bills by 1970. Id. (citing EVA RUBIN, ABORTION, POLITICS AND THE COURTS 18 (2d ed. 1987)). These reforms were generally based on a revision of the Model Penal Code by the American Law Institute (ALI). Id. at 36. The revision to the code added three defenses to a charge of criminal
The Supreme Court ruled on the constitutionality of laws prohibiting abortion in the landmark case of *Roe v. Wade.* In *Roe,* the Court declared that the fundamental right of privacy protects a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy. Specifically, the Court stated that this right is "broad enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy." This guarantee of personal privacy has been characterized as a fundamental right which can be abridged only when there is a "compelling state interest." The Court predicated its decision on the "detriment that the State would impose upon the pregnant woman by denying this choice altogether." The majority's extension of a right of privacy to a woman's decision to terminate her pregnancy brought similar dissents from Justices Rehnquist and White.

This guarantee of personal privacy has been characterized as a fundamental right which can be abridged only when there is a "compelling state interest." The Court predicated its decision on the "detriment that the State would impose upon the pregnant woman by denying this choice altogether." The majority's extension of a right of privacy to a woman's decision to terminate her pregnancy brought similar dissents from Justices Rehnquist and White.
man's right to choose whether to terminate her pregnancy within a trimester framework. The shockwaves emanating from this decision have stirred up powerful emotional and political opinions. Right to choose was not fundamental, but merely a form of liberty, not to be withheld without due process of law as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 172-73 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). Thus, permissive or restrictive abortion legislation could be enacted by the states as long as it bore "a rational relation to a valid state objective." Id. at 173 (citing Williamson v. Lee Optical Co., 348 U.S. 483, 491 (1955)). See generally Lynn D. Wardle, The Abortion Privacy Doctrine 3-18 (1981) (analyzing and criticizing Roe v. Wade for its basis on right of privacy); William Van Alstyne, Closing the Circle of Constitutional Review from Griswold v. Connecticut to Roe v. Wade: An Outline of a Decision Merely Overruling Roe, 1989 Duke L.J. 1677, 1678-83 (asserting great disparity between right of privacy to contraception in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965) and Roe's right of privacy to "destroy third-party life in gestation"); John Hart Ely, The Wages of Crying Wolf: A Comment on Roe v. Wade, 82 Yale L.J. 920, 955-36 (1972-73) (characterizing freedom to choose abortion as mere liberty interest to be accorded Fourteenth Amendment due process of law and calling "super-protected" right in Roe "frightening"). But see generally Hyman Rodman & Betty Sarvis, The Abortion Controversy 57-59, 64-66 (1974) (confirming right of privacy in Roe); Alan Freeman & Elizabeth Mensh, The Politics of Virtue: Animals, Theology and Abortion, 25 Ga. L. Rev. 923, 1103 n.681 (1991) (acknowledging Roe's right of privacy rationale as derived from Griswold).

4 See 410 U.S. at 164. During the first trimester of pregnancy, i.e., the first twelve weeks, the state may not interfere with a woman's decision to terminate her pregnancy because such decision is left to the woman in consultation with her physician. Id. For the second trimester, the state may, if it chooses, regulate the abortion procedure in ways reasonably related to maternal health. Id. Upon viability, i.e., the point at which the baby is able to maintain an independent existence or to live after birth outside the womb, see Dorland's Pocket Medical Dictionary 721 (22d ed. 1977), which occurs during the final trimester, the state has an interest in the potentiality of human life and may, if it chooses, regulate or even proscribe abortion except when necessary to save the life of the mother. 410 U.S. at 164-65. Thus, a state criminal abortion statute, allowing abortion only in cases to save the life of the mother, is violative of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 164.

6 See National Org. for Women (NOW) v. Operation Rescue, 726 F. Supp. 1483 (E.D. Va. 1989), aff'd, 914 F.2d 582 (4th Cir. 1990), cert. granted sub nom. Bray v. Alexandria Women's Health Clinic, 111 S. Ct. 1070 (1991). This suit was initiated by abortion clinics and abortion rights organizations that sought to permanently enjoin the anti-abortion organization, Operation Rescue, from, inter alia, trespassing on, sitting in, blocking, impeding or obstructing ingress into, or egress from, any facility offering abortion services and related medical and psychological counseling in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area. NOW, 726 F. Supp. at 1486-87, 1489. The case is representative of nationwide "rescue" demonstrations intended to prevent access to abortion clinics by pregnant women. Id. at 1490 nn.5-10 (citing federal cases in which such demonstrations were enjoined). The defendants and their activist followers seek to prevent abortions, to discourage women from seeking abortion services and to convey the "moral righteousness and intensity of their anti-abortion views." Id. at 1488. The demonstrations were held to be violations of 42 U.S.C. § 1985(3), viz., a conspiracy to interfere with women's right to interstate travel and conspiracy to interfere with privacy rights, as well as state violations of trespass and nuisance. Id. at 1492-95; NOW, 914 F.2d at 586. Although the First Amendment did not give license to engage in unlawful conduct or to impede access to clinics, activities that intimidated, harassed or disturbed clinic patients were protected by the free speech guarantee, provided they did not infringe on a person's right of access to an abortion clinic. NOW, 726
In the years following *Roe*, the Supreme Court has shielded the right of abortion from attack by state legislatures, pro-life constituents, and growing internal dissent. A number of decisions,


See TRIBE, supra note 1, at 14-21 (making note of Supreme Court’s reaffirmation of *Roe v. Wade* despite “a gradually growing number of dissents” and increasingly conservative
however, have demonstrated the Court's increased willingness to allow legislators to restrict a woman's right of abortion, thereby limiting the application of *Roe.*

This Note will discuss developments in the law following *Roe v. Wade* which abridge the right of abortion. Part One will analyze Supreme Court decisions regarding state and federal abortion funding, including the most recent case which conditioned federal funds on the restriction of free speech in family planning clinics nationwide. Part Two will address the Court's leniency toward state restrictions on abortion and will review current state abortion laws which pose challenges to *Roe.* Finally, Part Three will examine the theories of judicial decision-making regarding abor-
tion and will argue that the Court is not adhering to *Roe v. Wade* but is implicitly overruling it, in order to return the abortion issue to the states.

I. THE ABORTION FUNDING ARENA

A. The State Approach: Promoting Childbirth

The Supreme Court has given both Congress and the state legislatures substantial discretion in advancing alternatives to abortion. In *Maher v. Roe*, two indigent women challenged the validity of a Connecticut welfare regulation which granted Medicaid benefits only for the performance of "medically necessary" abortions. The Court concluded that a state could refuse to pay for nontherapeutic abortions for indigent women, even though its Medicaid program reimbursed women for expenses associated with childbirth. In addressing what *Roe v. Wade* defined as a fundamental right of abortion, the majority determined that the state could promote childbirth as a more attractive alternative to abortion through the use of state funding. The Court emphasized that this decision was not a retreat from *Roe*, since the regulation placed no obstacle, "absolute or otherwise," in an indigent woman's path toward obtaining an abortion.

Three years later, the Supreme Court applied the *Maher* funding rationale in *Harris v. McRae*. In *Harris*, a group of indigent

---

10 See, e.g., *Rust*, 111 S. Ct. at 1778 (upholding use of federal funds for full range of family planning services while prohibiting funds for abortion); *Harris*, 448 U.S. at 325 (allowing state to withhold funding for certain medically necessary abortions); *Maher*, 432 U.S. at 478-80 (1977) (permitting state to refuse to fund nontherapeutic abortions). See generally Theodore C. Hirt, *Why the Government is not Required to Subsidize Abortion Counseling and Referral*, 101 HARV. L. REV. 1895, 1898-1901 (1988) (supporting Supreme Court's decisions to allow governmental nonfunding of abortions).
12 Id. at 466-67.
13 Id. at 474.
14 Id.
15 Id.; see Laura C. Sloan, Comment, *Constitutional Law—State Impediments to Abortion Funding*—National Educ. Ass'n of R.I. v. Garrahy, 34 KAN. L. REV. 387 (1985). "[T]he Court distinguished between the state's creation of an obstacle to abortion and the state's refusal to remove an existing obstacle. The former is an impermissible burden on a woman's right of privacy, while the latter is constitutionally permissible." Id. at 387.
women challenged the Hyde Amendment to the Medicaid program, which allowed states to withhold funds for certain medically necessary abortions, because federal reimbursement was not available for such procedures. The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, charged with overseeing the Medicaid program, asserted that the denial of funding supported the state's interest in protecting the health of the mother, as recognized in Roe. Relying on Maher, the Court concluded that the only obstacle restricting a pregnant woman's right to exercise her freedom of choice was indigency, and that the state had no duty to remove that obstacle. Thus, the foregoing indicates that Maher and Harris have affirmed the states' definitive right to fund programs favoring childbirth over abortion, with the practical result of barring indigent women from exercising their right to choose abortion.

17 Harris, 448 U.S. at 297. The Hyde Amendment was a congressional restriction on the use of federal Medicaid funds to reimburse the cost of abortions, except in situations where the life of the mother was threatened or the pregnancy resulted from rape or incest which had been reported promptly to a law enforcement or public health agency. Id.

18 Id. at 313.

19 Id.; see supra notes 3-4 and accompanying text (illustrating how fundamental protection and trimester framework set forth in Roe restricted scope of state regulations to those concerning maternal health).

20 Harris, 448 U.S. at 316. "[F]inancial constraints that restrict an indigent woman's . . . freedom of choice are the product not of governmental restrictions on access to abortions, but rather of indigency." Id.

21 See Hirt, supra note 10, at 1899 (stating that Maher and Harris will lead to fewer abortions). There are predictions of a more securely entrenched "two-tiered health-care system: one that provides affluent women with the full range of options and offers poor women either skewed information or a range of services severely constrained by funding limitations." Id. at 1899; see also Clinics Vow to Forgo Funds, Keep Abortion Counseling, Boston Globe, June 24, 1991, National/Foreign, at 1 [hereinafter Clinics Vow]. The Alan Guttmacher Institute conducted a study of Title X patients and reported that 3.7 million women a year use federally funded family planning clinics. Of these:

83 percent use them as their only source of pregnancy planning
29 percent are under twenty years old
27 percent are black and 11 percent Hispanic
31 percent have incomes below the federal poverty level
16 percent have diabetes, hypertension or other health problems that make pregnancy dangerous

Without the subsidized clinics, there would be an extra 509,000 unintended births a year and 516,000 abortions. Id. at 6; Jane Smolowe, Gagging the Clinics: The Justices Did Not Disturb the Constitutional Right to an Abortion but Made It Illegal to Discuss the Procedure in Federally Funded Clinics, TIME, June 3, 1991, at 16. Dr. Allan Rosenfield, dean of Columbia University School of Public Health and professor of public health and obstetrics, said that Rust could lead to
Roe v. Wade and its progeny constructed a fundamental right of abortion\(^\text{22}\) and confined state regulation to matters of maternal health, prenatal life, and medical standards.\(^\text{23}\) The Supreme Court in Maher and Harris placed additional limitations on that right by allowing states to exercise considerable power in curtailing the availability of abortions through the allocation of funds.\(^\text{24}\) Thus, in balancing the competing values of the individual's right of abortion with the states' interests, it is suggested that the Court has endowed the states with a regulatory power which effectively diminishes that fundamental right. It is further submitted that the state funding cases of Maher and Harris sanctioned the conditioning of federal funds on the prohibition of abortion-related services in clinics nationwide.

"limited services and more abortions and high-risk pregnancies due to more difficulty getting access to prenatal care." Some Clinics Plan to Advise and Forgo Aid, N.Y. TIMES, May 24, 1991, at A5 [hereinafter Some Clinics].


\(^{23}\) See Roe, 410 U.S. at 155, 164-65 (stating that these maternal health, prenatal life and medical standards are values which state has great interest in safeguarding and are calculated into trimester schedule of pregnancy); Thornburgh, 476 U.S. at 797 (Stevens, J., concurring). Justice Stevens noted that Roe and its progeny created a national right of abortion because "the legitimate goals that may be served by state coercion of private choices regarding abortion are, at least under some circumstances, outweighed by the damage to individual autonomy and privacy that such coercion entails." Id. But see Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 947 F.2d 682, 688 (3d Cir. 1991). "Justice O'Connor has referred to abortion as a 'limited' fundamental right." Id. (citing Akron v. Akron Ctr. for Reprod. Health, Inc., 462 U.S. 416, 453 (1983) (O'Connor, J., dissenting)).

\(^{24}\) See Hirt, supra note 10, at 1900 (postulating that decisions in Maher and Harris should insulate government abortion funding activities from extensive judicial review).

Recently, in *Rust v. Sullivan*, the Supreme Court allowed the federal government to further restrict a woman's right of abortion through its formidable spending power.

In 1970, Congress enacted Title X of the Public Health Service Act which provided federal funding to clinics offering a broad range of family planning services. Section 1008 of the Act specified that Title X funds were not to be used in clinics where abortion was offered as a method of family planning. After *Roe v. Wade*, Title X providers had been permitted to provide their patients with nondirective counseling and referral for abortions. However, in 1988, the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") promulgated new regulations that unequivocally prohibited Title X clinics from engaging in abortion counseling, referral, or advocacy.

---


29 See supra note 26 (setting forth regulation which denies federal funds for abortion counseling or services).

30 See *Program Guidelines for Project Grants for Family Planning Services*, Public Health Service of HHS, 1981, at 12-13 (requiring Title X projects to provide information on all options of family planning).

31 See *Grants for Family Planning Services*, 42 C.F.R. §§ 59.7-.10 (1988). The most relevant regulations state in pertinent part that:

59.8(a)(1) A Title X project may not provide counseling concerning the use of abortion as a method of family planning or provide referral for abortion as a method of family planning.

59.8(a)(2) Because Title X funds are intended only for family planning, once a client served by a Title X project is diagnosed as pregnant, she must be referred for appropriate prenatal and/or social services by furnishing a list of available providers that promote the welfare of the mother and unborn child. She must also be provided with information necessary to protect the health of the mother and unborn child until such time as the referral appointment is kept . . . .

59.8(a)(3) A Title X project may not use prenatal, social service or emergency medical or other referrals as an indirect means of encouraging or promoting abortion as a method of family planning, such as by weighing the list of referrals in favor of health care providers which perform abortions, by including on the list of referral providers health care providers whose principal business is the provision of abor-
Before the new regulations were applied, Title X health care providers brought suit against the Secretary of HHS on behalf of themselves and their patients.\(^3\) The suit alleged that the regulations were not authorized by Title X\(^3\) and that they violated the First and Fifth Amendments.\(^3\) The federal district court rejected...
the petitioners’ claims and granted summary judgment in favor of the Secretary. Although the Second Circuit upheld the regulations, a split developed among the circuit courts when the First and Tenth Circuits invalidated the regulations. The Supreme Court granted certiorari to resolve this issue.

Affirming the Second Circuit’s holding, the Court determined that the regulations were within the constructive scope of the Secretary’s authority and that their implementation would not prevent women from exercising their abortion right. The majority found that both the legislative history and the language of Title X services, but not medically necessary abortions, were a violation of the Equal Protection Clause. The Court, however, held that such funding programs did not violate the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court, however, held that such funding programs did not violate the Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 369; D R v. Mitchell, 645 F.2d 852, 853 (10th Cir. 1981) (holding that Utah statute denying funds for abortion unless necessary to save mother’s life does not violate Fourteenth Amendment); cf. Ruth Colker, Feminism, Theology and Abortion: Toward Love, Compassion and Wisdom, 77 CAL. L. REV. 1011, 1046 (1989) (criticizing unwillingness to provide public funding for abortions for indigent women even when pregnancy substantially threatens health or well being).
were ambiguous, and the Secretary's interpretation was a permissible construction of the plain language of the statute. Addressing the constitutional issues, the Court stated that the free speech rights of Title X health care providers had not been abridged because the providers were free to engage in abortion-related speech outside of the federally funded program. In addition, the majority held that the regulations did not violate a woman's Fifth Amendment right to choose whether to terminate her pregnancy, reiterating the well-established rule that the government has no duty to fund every constitutionally protected activity and can choose to favor one activity to the exclusion of others.

Writing for the dissent, Justice Blackmun, who authored Roe v. Wade, asserted that the majority opinion had sidestepped several major issues. He argued that the decision allowed the govern-

41 Id. at 1767-68. "[W]e agree with every court to have addressed the issue that the language is ambiguous . . . . [T]he question for the court is whether the agency's answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute." Id. at 1767 (quoting Chevron v. Nat. Resources Def. Council, 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984)). The Court also found the legislative history to be ambiguous since Congress had never directly addressed the issue of abortion counseling. Id.

42 See Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1769. The Court held that when the legislative history and language of a statute are unclear, it is customary to defer to agency interpretation. Id. at 1769: cf. Planned Parenthood Fed'n of Am. v. Sullivan, 913 F.2d 1492, 1497 (10th Cir. 1990) (granting deference to agency's interpretation although regulations were inconsistent with congressional intent), vacated, 111 S. Ct. 2252 (1991); Massachusetts v. Secretary of HHS, 899 F.2d 53, 58 (1st Cir. 1990) (en banc), vacated, 111 S. Ct. 2252 (1991) (giving deference to regulations despite concerns of shifting 17 year-old policy).

43 See Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1776. The Court asserts that the regulations do not force a doctor "to represent as his own any opinion that he does not in fact hold." Id. Since the program does not provide medical care after conception, "a doctor's silence with regard to abortion cannot reasonably be thought to mislead a client into thinking that the doctor does not consider abortion an appropriate option for her." Id. Contra Sullivan, 913 F.2d at 1503 (placing limitation on physicians' communication violates their constitutional rights); Secretary of HHS, 899 F.2d at 73 (Court held that regulations infringe upon protections found in First Amendment); see also Carole I. Chervin, Note, The Title X Family Planning Gag Rule: Can the Government Buy Up Constitutional Rights?, 41 STAN. L. REV. 401, 410-22 (1989) (surveying recent decisions in which gag rule would be found unconstitutional).

44 Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1775.

45 Id. at 1777 (quoting Harris v. McRae, 488 U.S. 297, 317 (1980)).

46 Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1776 (quoting DeShaney v. Winnebago County Dept. of Social Servs., 489 U.S. 189, 196 (1989)); see Youngberg v. Romeo, 457 U.S. 307, 317 (1982). "[A] State is under no constitutional duty to provide substantive services for those within its border." Id.; McRae, 448 U.S. at 317-18 (asserting that states have no obligation to fund abortions); Lindsey v. Normet, 405 U.S. 56, 74 (1972) (expressing that state has no constitutional duty to provide housing).

47 See Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1778-79 (1991) (Blackmun, J., dissenting). Justice Blackmun questioned how content-based restrictions on speech, imposed by regulations in a congres-
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ment to enforce an unconstitutional condition of silence upon Title X providers, while surreptitiously limiting the right of abortion for indigent women by coercing them to follow through with childbirth. Justice Blackmun concluded that the majority "[i]n its haste further to restrict the right of every woman to control her reproductive freedom . . . disregards established principles of law and contorts this Court's decided cases to arrive at its preordained result."50

1. Conditions on Funding: Penalizing Abortion by Restricting Free Speech

In Maher v. Roe, the Supreme Court allowed states to favor childbirth through the allocation of funds.51 The states, however, were not permitted to advance their interest in promoting child-

sional act could not implicate core constitutional questions. Id.

48 Id. at 1782; see Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U.S. 595, 597 (1972), overruled by Rust v. Sullivan, 111 S. Ct. 1759 (1991). Justice Stewart stated that no persons have rights to valuable government benefits, thus benefits may be denied for numerous reasons. Id. However, the government may not deny a benefit on the "basis that [it] infringes [upon a] constitutionally protected interest—especially . . . freedom of speech." Id.; Pickering v. Bd. of Educ., 391 U.S. 563, 568 (1968) (holding employment in public school system may not be conditioned upon suspension of teacher's First Amendment rights); Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 604 (1967) (conditioning teaching position on non-Communist activity is unconstitutional); see also Edward G. Reitler, The Title X Family Planning Subsidies: Government's Role in Moral Issues, 27 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 453, 464 (1990) (discussing unconstitutional conditions doctrine and Sindermann decision); David M. Schoeggl, New Life for the Doctrine of Unconstitutional Conditions?, 58 WASH. L. REV. 679, 682-84 (1983). At the inception of the unconstitutional conditions theory, "rights" protected by the Constitution and "privileges" dictated by the legislature were distinguished. Id. It was asserted that rights could never be conditioned, whereas privileges could be conditioned, because the recipient had only to refuse the funds to retain his rights. Id.

49 See Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1785 (Blackmun, J., dissenting). Justice Blackmun observed that the indigent women whom Title X serves would follow the "perceived advice" of their physicians, not knowing the physicians' speech was strictly controlled by government regulations. Id. Moreover, the vast majority of these women, relying on this advice, would "carry their pregnancy to term, despite their needs to the contrary and despite the safety of the abortion procedure . . . ." Id.

50 Id. at 1786; see Webster v. Reproductive Health Servs., 492 U.S. 490, 546 (1989) (Blackmun, J., dissenting). Justice Blackmun first charged the plurality with masquerading their reasoning, stating their intent was quite clearly "not to persuade, but to prevail." Id. (Blackmun, J., dissenting). See generally Christopher C. Kendall, Comment, New York v. Sullivan: SHHH . . . . Don't Say the "A" Word! Another Outcome Oriented Abortion Decision, 23 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 753, 758-64 (1990) (dissecting subjective reasoning of lower court which Supreme Court later followed).

51 See Maher v. Roe, 432 U.S. 464, 474 (1973); see also supra notes 11-15 and accompanying text (discussing Maher funding rationale).
birth over a woman's right to abortion through the restriction of free speech. It is submitted that the 1988 regulations inhibit the free speech of Title X providers and patients by imposing unconstitutional conditions upon the receipt of federal funds.

Conditional federal funding requires both content and viewpoint neutrality with respect to the speech involved. Until Rust, the Supreme Court had never upheld the conditioning of public funds on the suppression of viewpoint-based speech. Suppression of speech based on content or viewpoint is the purest example of a "law . . . abridging the freedom of speech . . . ." The Rust decision allows the federal government to restrict free speech because of its abortion viewpoint. It is submitted that the prohibition of encouraging, promoting or advocating abortion as a


84 See Chervin, supra note 43, at 422. Funds cannot be conditioned upon content or viewpoint of speech. Id. Content-based speech, which forbids discussion about prayer in schools, is distinguishable from viewpoint-based speech, which forbids discussion that advocates prayer in schools. Id. at 416 n.88.

85 See Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1779 (Blackmun, J., dissenting). But see Reitler, supra note 48, at 457 (stating that federal regulation of speech through subsidies is not new approach).


87 See Chervin, supra note 43, at 410-22 (discussing how free speech is infringed upon by Gag Rule).
method of family planning is explicitly viewpoint-based, since the regulations restrain only pro-choice, not pro-life or anti-abortion sentiment. Although the government cannot directly prohibit abortions or control speech, the government has indirectly discriminated against indigent women by denying them counseling on abortion. As a result, Title X providers are indirectly "gagged" and must waive their First Amendment rights as a condition to the receipt of federal funds needed to keep their institutions operating.

---

68 See S. REP. No. 1472, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 1, reprinted in 1970 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5068, 5070 (indicating that Title X program targeted to low-income and indigent persons, and information regarding pregnancy was to be made widely available); see also Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 404 (1963) (indirect deterrence as effective as direct deterrence); Chervin, supra note 43, at 424 (right to abortion free of governmental influence should be as viable for indigent client as for one who pays).


60 See Rust, 111 S. Ct. at 1781-84 (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (explaining how Title X regulations violate First Amendment freedoms by withholding funds as penalty for discussing abortion); cf. Reitler, supra note 48, at 495 (concluding that "Title X Regulations are constitutional exercises of government speech by subsidy").

Michael Astrue, general counsel for the Department of HHS, said that "[t]he clinics have had several year's warning" and if they will not follow the rules, then the money will be offered to others who will. See Some Clinics, supra note 21. Considering that Title X provided $144 million to projects this year, it is likely that many clinics will accept these funds even under such restrictions. But see Clinics Vow, supra note 21. Yet, many are pledging to give up federal funding rather than submit. Id. Judith Desarno, "head of the National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Association, which represents more than 90% of the clinics," stated that "[i]f in fact people can't find a way to do on-site counseling, they will turn the money back . . . ." Id. Planned Parenthood of New York City is determined to return the $423,000 a year it receives under Title X, a 25% cut of its overall budget, according to the group's president, Alexander Sanger. Id. Planned Parenthood in New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine and Connecticut will follow suit. Id.

David Hass, president of the Board of Directors of Planned Parenthood of Wisconsin also vows to forgo the $225,000 of its $11 million budget even though it will mean closing clinics. Linda Feldmann, U.S. Abortion Clinics Await Policy Signal by Congress, CHRISTIAN SCI MONITOR, June 18, 1991, (The U.S.), at 7 [hereinafter Abortion Clinics Await]. Jill June, President of Planned Parenthood of Greater Iowa, said, "[w]omen and their rights and our principles are not for sale, so we will do without the money rather than comply." Some Clinics, supra note 21, at 5. The Iowa Planned Parenthood provides services to eighty-seven rural counties in that state and receives $500,000 a year, 10% of its annual budget. Id. In all, Planned Parenthood will forgo more than $30 million a year in federal funds. Id. Directors of other federally financed clinics from Vermont to California similarly condemned the ruling. Id. Dr. Allan Rosenfield, dean of Columbia University School of Public Health and professor of public health and obstetrics stated that this was "an absolutely unacceptable intrusion into my practice of medicine . . . . I would be practicing malpractice. Patients would have the right to sue." Id.

Some Title X projects have tried inventive strategies to deal with these restrictions: clinics already functioning under the Title X regulations have managed to keep their subsidies
As a result, indigent women and Title X providers who have accepted and relied on the pre-1988 regulations and federal support for nearly two decades, would be substantially penalized by the withdrawal of such funds, leaving them in a worse position than if the subsidies had never been created. Although the Supreme Court has approved conditions on public funding in the past, any attempt to condition funds which would infringe upon a constitutional right such as free speech, must be narrowly tailored to promote a specific public interest. No legiti-

while providing abortion services by having counselors whose salaries are not paid by Title X make referrals. Abortion Clinics Await, supra, at 7. Thomas C. Kring, executive director of the Los Angeles Regional and Family Planning Council and the California Family Planning Council, which together distribute $19.5 million in federal funds to 200 clinics, has had the clinics continue their ordinary practice. Some Clinics, supra note 21, at 5. Kring's noncompliance is due to the $36 million they receive from state family planning funds, which is contingent upon providing counseling for all options as mandated by state law. Id. It may require the Councils to separate state and federal funds or decline federal funds altogether. Id. Assemblywoman Maureen Ogden (R-Union) hopes to introduce legislation providing up to $3.9 million annually in state funding for clinics that lose Title X funds. Proposed Legislation Would Aid New Jersey Family Planning Clinics, PROPRIETARY TO THE UNITED PRESS INT'L 1991, May 29, 1991 (Regional News). Alexander Sanger, President and CEO of Planned Parenthood of New York City, reported $85,000 in private donations as of early June. Abortion Clinics Await, supra, at 7.
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mate public interest has been advanced by the 1988 regulations, and the effect of these regulations has been to impose an all-encompassing "gag rule" on a provider's ability to counsel patients. It is therefore suggested that although the government may have a compelling interest that would warrant prohibiting abortion, it cannot justify prohibiting speech concerning abortion.

2. Restricted Information: Restricted Freedom of Choice

Roe v. Wade established a woman's right to be free from governmental interference with her reproductive decision. The purpose and result of the 1988 regulations are to impair the intelligence and independence of that decision. Governmental programs are a vital source of information, especially for the indigent women of this country. However, since 1988, Title X pro-
Professionals are required to respond to any abortion inquiry by stating that abortion is not an appropriate method of family planning. It is suggested that by denying the right to receive complete information, the Court permitted an encroachment upon indigent women’s Fifth Amendment rights. The indigent woman who relies on providers for advice and expects complete information regarding the purpose of her visit, unknowingly receives a message controlled by the government. Relying on this advice, it is likely that many women will follow through with childbirth, believing that no other legitimate option is available.

Suppression of First Amendment speech disadvantages women by leading them to believe they have received complete counseling, when in fact they have not. The unavailability of complete information frustrates the exercise of medically sound and constitutionally protected reproductive choices. It is submitted that accurate information as depicted in the 1987 National Research Council report, *RISKING THE FUTURE: ADOLESCENT SEXUALITY, PREGNANCY, AND CHILDBEARING*.


See *Planned Parenthood Ass’n Chicago Area v. Kempiners*, 568 F. Supp. 1490, 1497 (N.D. Ill. 1983). “It is blinking at reality to say that a woman’s counselor, who of necessity occupies a position of great trust and intimacy, discusses only childbirth and refuses to provide any information on abortion, will not have a critical impact upon the woman’s decision whether to carry her pregnancy to term.” Id.; see also *Kendall, supra* note 50, at 767 (pregnant women expect complete information). But see *Hirt, supra* note 10, at 1913 (First Amendment does not require government to provide balanced viewpoints on pregnancy options).

See *Rust*, 111 S. Ct. at 1785 (Blackmun, J., dissenting). Justice Blackmun suggested that this prohibition of abortion information was “a restrictive ideological message” to deceive women who would rely on a trusted physician’s advice or to delay the exercise of their option long enough to preclude abortion as an alternative. Id.

See id. Most rational women will follow the “perceived advice and carry their pregnancy to term, despite their needs to the contrary and despite the safety of the abortion procedure . . . .” Id.

See *Chervin, supra* note 43, at 425. Under the new regulations, the clients are actually worse off because they assume that this mandated, biased counseling is complete. Id. “Had the client never walked into that clinic, her perception of her options might actually have been less distorted.” Id. Without the knowledge that she is receiving skewed information, a woman is encountering a government obstacle to her voluntary reproductive decision. Id.

See *Massachusetts v. Secretary of Health and Human Servs.*, 899 F.2d 53, 65 (1st Cir. 1990), *vacated*, 111 S. Ct. 2252 (1991). The court stated that the delay in obtaining information may prevent a pregnant woman from complying with the *Roe v. Wade* trimester framework, thus denying her access to abortion. Id. Also concerning the court was that any delay in obtaining necessary information would increase the medical risks inherent in the abortion procedure. Id. An affidavit of Dr. George Morley supplied information that the regulations might endanger women by pushing back the time of abortion. Id. at 67 n.7. He
the Court's affirmation of the regulations places obstacles in the path of indigent women, for whom Title X was enacted. As recognized in the Rust dissent, the government has eradicated freedom of choice as effectively as if it had banned abortions altogether. Furthermore, the 1988 regulations continue to be inconsistent with congressional intent regarding Title X.

It is proposed that Rust v. Sullivan, Maher v. Roe, and Harris v. McRae signify an indirect assault on the right of abortion through the withholding of government subsidies. A more direct assault on the right of abortion was set forth in Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, where the Supreme Court effectively granted the right to regulate abortion to the states.

II. THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF STATE ANTI-ABORTION STATUTES

A. The Demise of Roe v. Wade: Webster v. Reproductive Health Services

For sixteen years, Roe v. Wade signified a woman's right of abortion, qualified by a trimester schedule, which guided states in the regulation of abortion. It is asserted that the Webster Court compromised Roe v. Wade by upholding state abortion regulations that
ran counter to the *Roe* decision. In severing the trimester guidelines and relegating *Roe's* fundamental right of abortion to a liberty interest, the *Webster* Court has left the right of abortion entirely subject to state regulation and possible prohibition.

In *Webster*, five state-employed health professionals and two nonprofit organizations challenged the constitutionality of a Missouri statute which regulated their performance of abortions. In addressing the statute's preamble, the Supreme Court rejected the lower court's finding that Missouri's adoption of a theory that life begins at conception, improperly justified its regulation of abortions. Instead, the Court held that the language of the preamble did not regulate abortion but merely made "a value judgment favoring childbirth over abortion."

The majority next reviewed the sections of the statute which made it unlawful for public employees using public facilities to perform or assist in abortions not necessary to save the life of the

---

81 *Webster*, 492 U.S. at 520. The Court accused *Roe's* trimester framework of being inconsistent with and independent of the Constitution. *Id.* at 518. Further, the concept had become a "web of legal rules that have become increasingly intricate, resembling a code of regulations rather than a body of constitutional doctrine." *Id.* (footnote omitted). Thus, the Court felt that states' interests were as compelling throughout pregnancy as they are after viability. *Id.* at 519 (quoting *Thornburgh v. American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists*, 476 U.S. 747, 795 (1986) (White, J., dissenting)).

To view the change in opinion of the right of abortion from a fundamental right to a liberty interest, compare *Roe*, 410 U.S. at 152-56 (stating fundamental right of privacy, including right of abortion, deserved strict scrutiny analysis and could only be interfered with when compelling state interest was great) with *Webster*, 492 U.S. at 520 (depicting right of abortion as mere liberty interest protected by due process and regulation of that right need only bear rational relationship to legitimate state objective).

82 See *Webster*, 492 U.S. at 537-38 (Blackmun, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part). The dissent believed the decision "would return to the States virtually unfettered authority to control the quintessentially intimate, personal, and life-directing decision whether to carry a fetus to term." *Id.*

83 *Id.* at 501.

84 *Id.* at 504-05. The preamble states that "[t]he life of each human being begins at conception, and that [u]nborn children have protectable interests in life, health, and well-being." *Id.* at 504 (quoting Mo. REV. STAT. §§ 1.205.1(1), 1.205.1(2) (1986)). The statute then mandates that state laws be read to "provide unborn children with 'all the rights, privileges, and immunities available to other persons, citizens, and residents of this state,' subject to the Constitution and this Court's precedents." *Id.* (quoting Mo. REV. STAT. § 1.205.2. (1990)).

85 *Id.* at 505-06. The Court noted that the court of appeals improperly relied on dictum in *Roe* that "a state may not adopt one theory of when life begins to justify its regulation of abortions." *Id.* at 505 (quoting *Akron v. Akron Ctr. for Reprod. Health*, Inc., 462 U.S. 416, 444 (1983), citing *Roe v. Wade*, 410 U.S. 113, 159-62 (1973)).

86 *Id.* at 506 (quoting *Maher v. Roe*, 432 U.S. 464, 474 (1977)).
mother. The lower courts had reasoned that the preclusion of abortions in public facilities does more than demonstrate a value judgment favoring childbirth. Such preclusion not only restricted and, in some cases, foreclosed the availability of abortions but posed potential delays and cost increases. The Webster Court held that a state is free to implement a value judgment favoring childbirth over abortion through the allocation of funds, as well as through the allocation of hospitals and medical staff. The Court reasoned that the states are not restricting access to abortion. Rather, it is a woman’s indigency which creates the only barrier to a nonfunded abortion.

The final section addressed by the Webster Court stipulated that no physician could perform an abortion on a woman he finds to be at least twenty weeks into her pregnancy, until he first determined whether the unborn child was viable. In doing so, the physician should make a necessary finding of the maturity of the unborn child. Not only would these maturity tests increase the cost of an abortion, but some of these tests would impose significant health risks for both the pregnant woman and the fetus if performed before twenty-eight to thirty weeks of gestation. To avoid constitutional difficulties, the Court construed the statute to mean that physicians were to perform maturity tests only if, in their “reasonable professional judgment,” such tests would be relevant in determining viability and would not be dangerous to ei-

87 Webster, 492 U.S. at 507. The lower court had argued that such a provision could also persuade private hospitals to take a pro-life position and thus severely restrict a woman’s choice to have an abortion. Id. at 509.
88 Id. at 509 (citing Reproductive Health Servs. v. Webster, 851 F.2d 1071, 1081 (8th Cir. 1988)).
89 Id. at 510 (quoting Maher v. Roe, 432 U.S. 464, 474 (1977)).
90 Id. at 509. The Court asserts that a woman’s right to an abortion is only infringed upon “to the extent that she chooses to use a physician affiliated with a public hospital.” Id.
91 Id. (quoting Maher, 432 U.S. at 474).
92 Id. at 513. In determining viability, tests and examinations are necessary to show the unborn child’s gestational age, weight, and lung maturity. Id. (quoting Mo. Ann. Stat. § 188.029 (Vernon 1986)).
93 See id.
94 See id. at 514 (citing Reproductive Health Servs. v. Webster, 851 F.2d 1071, 1075 n.5 (8th Cir. 1988)).
95 See id. (citation omitted). The Court followed the well-established rule that statutes will be interpreted to avoid unconstitutional results. Id.
ther mother or fetus. 97 According to the Court, viability testing was aimed at furthering "the State's interest in potential human life rather than in maternal health." 98 However, Roe v. Wade had permitted state regulation in the second trimester of pregnancy only if reasonably related to maternal health. 99 Thus, Webster limited Roe's trimester framework and extended the state's interest throughout pregnancy. 100 Moreover, the Court replaced the broad fundamental protection afforded by Roe and replaced it with the more narrow guarantee of a liberty interest which is protected solely by the Due Process Clause. 101

In Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court sought a balance between a woman's fundamental right to do with her body as she wished and the state's interest in maternal health, prenatal life and medical standards. 102 It is submitted that Webster v. Reproductive Health Services has upset this balance by allowing the state's interest in potential life to override a woman's right of abortion.

B. Current State Anti-Abortion Statutes: In the Wake of Webster

The Webster majority realized its decision would invite governmental regulation that would otherwise be prohibited by Roe and its progeny. 103 The Court's goal was to leave this politically and emotionally charged issue to the state legislatures and their electorates. 104 Accordingly, several states have responded with harsh

97 Id. at 514-15.
98 Id. at 515.
99 see id. at 516; see supra note 4 (Roe held that regulation of abortions in second trimester by states must be reasonably related to maternal health).
100 Id. at 516-19. In reevaluating the Roe trimester system, the Court stated, "[T]he rigid Roe framework is hardly consistent with the notion of a Constitution cast in general terms, as ours is, and usually speaking in general principles, as ours does." Id. at 518. Further, the Court did not "see why the States' interest in protecting potential human life should come into existence only at the point of viability, and that there should therefore be a rigid line allowing state regulation after viability but prohibiting it before viability." Id. at 519.
101 Id. at 520; see supra note 3 and accompanying text (discussing fundamental right to liberty interest).
103 See Webster, 492 U.S. at 520-21. The Court acknowledged that "[t]here is no doubt that our holding today will allow some governmental regulation of abortion that would have been prohibited." Id.: Crain and cases cited supra note 6 (describing scope of abortion right derived from Roe and its progeny).
104 See Webster, 492 U.S. at 521. The Court stated it is attempting to adhere to the Constitution's balance between what is and is not encompassed by the democratic process. Id.
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anti-abortion laws.\textsuperscript{105}

1. Pennsylvania

In 1991, the Pennsylvania legislature amended its Abortion Control Act of 1982\textsuperscript{106} to address issues of informed consent,\textsuperscript{107} parental consent\textsuperscript{108} and spousal notice.\textsuperscript{109} The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania reviewed the constitutional validity of these provisions and held, inter alia, that the compulsory 24-hour delay, required under the informed consent provision, was unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{110} The court determined that if a woman is willing to proceed with the abortion after appropriate counseling, then a state may not require that she delay that decision.\textsuperscript{111} The informed consent provision also mandated that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{105} See Joyce Price, Pro-Lifers See Hope in State Hoppers, WASH. TIMES, Sept. 16, 1991, at A5. Pro-lifers have had success in state legislatures since July, 1989, when the Supreme Court afforded States more authority to regulate abortions. Id. The most strict anti-abortion laws have been enacted in Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Utah and Guam. Id. North Dakota, Mississippi, Ohio and Michigan passed laws requiring informed consent, while Nebraska passed a bill requiring notification of one parent for an unmarried minor. Id.; cf Susan Gilmore, Initiative 120: 'Insurance Against End of Roe Ruling, SEATTLE TIMES, Oct. 15, 1991, at B1. Against a flurry of pro-life legislation, several states have enacted measures protecting the basic right of abortion found in Roe v. Wade. Id. Washington state has presented its voters with an initiative which would protect the right of abortion if Roe is overturned by the Supreme Court. Id. The initiative would allow abortions until the time of fetal viability without "extraordinary medical measures." Id. The state already funds abortions for indigent women and thus has a reputation as being one of the most liberal states on the abortion issue. Id. Within the last year, three other states have codified the Roe decision. Id. In 1990, Connecticut became the first state to guarantee a woman's right of abortion. Id. It added mandatory counseling for pregnant women 15 years old or younger. Id. The state also funds abortions for indigent women but only by court order. Id. Nevada allows abortions up to 24 weeks, after that point they are allowed only to save the life of the mother. Id. In Maryland, where parent notification is generally required for minors, the abortion rights bill passed by the legislature has been stalled by opponents and will be voted on next year. Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{107} See id. § 3205.
  \item \textsuperscript{108} See id. § 3206.
  \item \textsuperscript{109} See id. § 3209.
  \item \textsuperscript{111} Casey, 744 F. Supp. at 1378 (quoting Akron, 462 U.S. at 450-51).
\end{itemize}
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certain information be provided to all women at least 24 hours prior to obtaining an abortion.\(^{112}\) Applying Supreme Court precedent, the court invalidated the informed consent requirement, stating that it represented "the dissemination of information that is not relevant to such consent, and . . . advances no legitimate state interest."\(^{113}\) It is submitted that this targeted information is an intrusive attempt by the government to discourage abortions and promote childbirth.

The Pennsylvania statute also required the consent of one parent or guardian of a pregnant unemancipated minor or incompetent woman,\(^{114}\) but judicial bypass of such consent was available.\(^{115}\) Precedent has established that states cannot give parents an absolute veto,\(^{116}\) but may furnish them with notice or consent powers if safeguarded by a judicial bypass procedure.\(^{117}\) However, the court determined that the Pennsylvania requirement that parents must not only consent, but first be fully informed, would force

\(^{112}\) See id. at 1380; see also 18 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 3205 (Supp. 1991). The statute requires that the physician inform the woman orally of:

(i) The nature of the proposed procedure or treatment and of those risks and alternatives to the procedure or treatment that a reasonable patient would consider material to the decision of whether or not to undergo abortion.

(ii) The probable gestational age of the unborn child at the time the abortion is to be performed.

(iii) The medical risks associated with carrying her child to term.

Id. Moreover, the statute requires that the woman be informed of materials which describe the unborn child, organizations which offer alternatives to abortion, medical benefits the woman may be entitled to, and that the unborn child's father is liable for child support. Id. \(^{118}\) Casey, 744 F. Supp. at 1381 (quoting Thornburgh v. American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 476 U.S. 747, 762-63 (1986)) (citations and footnotes omitted); see Akron v. Akron Ctr. for Reprod. Health, 462 U.S. 416, 444-45 (1983) (striking down detailed fetal development and other informed consent requirements similar to Pennsylvania's).

\(^{113}\) See id. at 1380; see also 18 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 3205 (Supp. 1991). This option avoids the situation where a sufficiently mature woman, who is a minor, is precluded from obtaining an abortion because of an "absolute veto" by her parents. Id.; cf. 18 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 3206(c)-(f) (1983 & Supp. 1991).


\(^{115}\) See id. at 1383. Precedent has held that a state may require the consent of a parent if it also provides a judicial by-pass procedure. Id. The procedure entitles a minor to demonstrate sufficient maturity or circumstances making an abortion in her best interests. Id. (citing Akron, 462 U.S. at 439-40, Ohio v. Akron Center for Reprod. Health, 110 S. Ct. 2972, 2972 (1990) and Hodgson v. Minnesota, 110 S. Ct. 2926, 2926 (1990)).
more women to follow the judicial bypass procedure, unduly burdening the woman’s decision.\textsuperscript{118}

The final section under review required a physician to obtain a signed statement from a pregnant woman that her husband had been notified.\textsuperscript{119} Such general spousal consent requirements have been invalidated by the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{120} The district court concluded that this requirement did not serve a compelling state interest in promoting marital integrity.\textsuperscript{121}

On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that only the spousal notice requirement was unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{122} The court based its decision on an undue burden test, even though the Supreme Court has never supported such a test in the past.\textsuperscript{123} It is suggested that, by disregarding established precedent, the Third Circuit has granted the Pennsylvania legislature license to impede the exercise of a woman’s right of abortion. Such obstacles, however, may not be placed in the path of a woman’s constitutional freedom of choice.\textsuperscript{124} Because of the important constitutional issues raised, the Supreme Court announced that it would review Pennsylvania’s abortion regulations during the 1992-93 term.\textsuperscript{125}

\textsuperscript{118} See \textit{id.} at 1384.

\textsuperscript{119} \textit{id.} (citing 18 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 3209 (Supp. 1991)).

\textsuperscript{120} \textit{id.} at 1386-87 (noting Supreme Court’s refusal to condition abortion decision on consent of husband) (citing Planned Parenthood of Central Mo. v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 67-72 (1976)).

\textsuperscript{121} \textit{id.} at 1387. The court reasoned that since many of today’s marriages are not based on “mutual communication, decision-making and respect,” a spousal veto could serve to further harm an already unstable marriage. \textit{id.} at 1388.

\textsuperscript{122} Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 947 F.2d 682, 713 (3d Cir. 1991).

\textsuperscript{123} See \textit{id.} at 697-98; see also Michael D. Hinds, \textit{Appeals Court Upholds Limits for Abortions}, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 22, 1991, at A1, A16. The appellate court had based its reasoning on the undue burden standard which it concluded was binding and “the law of the land.” \textit{id.} at A7. However, Justice O’Connor is the only member of the Supreme Court who has explicitly adopted such a standard. \textit{id.} Legal experts believe the Third Circuit’s decision is a prediction of how the Supreme Court will rule, and that a motivation of the Court was that its decision not be overturned. \textit{id.; see also} Ruth Marcus, \textit{Most of Abortion Curb in Pennsylvania Upheld; U.S. Appeals Panel Cites High Court Rulings}, WASH. POST, Oct. 22, 1991, at A1 (reporting court of appeal’s reliance on undue burden standard which majority of Supreme Court has not adopted).

\textsuperscript{124} See Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 316 (1980) (stating that government may not burden woman’s exercise of right of abortion but need not remove obstacles it has not created).

\textsuperscript{125} See Ruth Marcus, \textit{Justices to Rule on Pennsylvania Abortion Limits: Supreme Court’s Timing Assures Focus on Issue in Fall Campaigns}, WASH. POST, Jan. 22, 1992, at A1. The Pennsyl-
2. The True Contenders to *Roe v. Wade*: Louisiana, Utah and Guam

Although the Pennsylvania anti-abortion law does not directly challenge *Roe v. Wade*, statutes in Louisiana, Utah and Guam directly confront the abortion right created in *Roe*.126

a. Louisiana

In the summer of 1991, the Louisiana state legislature overrode the Governor's veto and passed a bill which criminalized abortion, except in situations of rape or incest or to save the life of the mother.127 A case challenging the new law was heard in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana,128 where the Louisiana statute was equated to the one declared unconstitutional in *Roe v. Wade*.129 Asserting that *Roe* was still "the law of the land," the court held that the Louisiana statute was unconstitutional.130 The district court judge cautioned

vania statute is "one of a spate of abortion statutes enacted in the wake of the high court's 1989 ruling in *Webster v. Reproductive Health Services*, which gave states more leeway to restrict abortion." Id. Arguments for Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. *v. Casey* are anticipated in April, 1992, with a final determination before the Court recesses in July. Id.; see also Christine Spolar & Molly Sinclair, 70,000 March Against Abortion: Bush Encourages Demonstrators on 19th Anniversary of *Roe*, WASH. POST, Jan. 23, 1992, at A1 (reporting on Bush's plea for alternatives to abortion before March of Life demonstrators just days after Supreme Court announced decision to rule on Pennsylvania abortion statute).

126 See Tony Mauro, *Upcoming Term to Offer Supreme Court Full Plate*, N.J. L.J., Aug. 29, 1991, at 68 (predicting constitutional challenge to *Roe v. Wade* and characterizing Louisiana as possibly toughest statute among state anti-abortion laws); see also Hinds, *supra* note 123, at A7. The Pennsylvania Attorney General, Ernest D. Preate, Jr., urged that the Pennsylvania statute was a reasonable, "middle-of-the-road" control on abortion and not a complete ban. Id. The statutes enacted by Louisiana, Utah and Guam are considered much more restrictive than Pennsylvania's and criminalize most abortions. Id.; Marcus, *supra* note 123, at A1 (quoting National Right to Life Committee which encourages states to enact abortion restrictions and which described Pennsylvania's statute as "extremely moderate"); Price, *supra*, note 105 (describing stringent anti-abortion laws and depicting Louisiana's as "most significant" because it directly attacks *Roe*).


129 Id. at 931.

130 Id.
that a Supreme Court precedent could only be overruled by the Supreme Court, and that lower courts must follow such precedent "no matter how misguided the judges of those courts may think it to be." It is submitted that this analysis is the proper approach when reviewing state attempts to restrict the right of abortion, because the Supreme Court intended Roe to afford every pregnant woman the security of a right of abortion regardless of the state in which she resides. Instead of applying a standard that the Supreme Court has not even adopted, it is further urged that the Third Circuit should have relied upon Roe when reviewing the Pennsylvania statute, thus preserving the right of abortion for women nationwide as Roe intended.

b. Utah

Another of the nation's most stringent laws allows abortions to save the life of the mother, to prevent grave damage to her health, to prevent grave fetal deformity, or in reported cases of rape and incest. The law is being challenged at the federal level by the American Civil Liberties Union and the Planned Parenthood Association as unconstitutionally vague. The plaintiffs contend that the law is "too broad, violates free speech rights and denies citizens their right to know what constitutes a crime under the law." Although the statute was amended to remove severe criminal penalties, doctors still face a five year sentence and

132 Id. (citing Hutto v. Davis, 454 U.S. 370, 375 (1981)).
135 See Suit Filed, supra note 134, at 6 (depicting constitutional challenges as violations of "right of privacy, equal protection, freedom of religion, due process, free speech and freedom from involuntary servitude"); Utah Abortion Law is Suspended, N.Y. Times, Apr. 10, 1991, at A18 (recounting April filing of Liberty v. Bangerter where plaintiffs challenged Utah abortion statute as broad, vague and violation of free speech).
a $5,000 fine for performing illegal abortions.\(^\text{136}\) Enforcement of this law has been suspended pending a final determination of the case.\(^\text{137}\)

c. Guam

In the interest of protecting the unborn child from the moment of conception, the Guam legislature, with the support of its governor, passed a bill in 1990 revising the territory’s abortion statutes.\(^\text{138}\) Consequently, abortions in Guam may be performed only if the continued pregnancy would endanger the life of the mother or would gravely impair her health.\(^\text{139}\) Both the physician and the pregnant woman can be criminally sanctioned for any violation.\(^\text{140}\) Solicitation of abortions from women seeking these services or by physicians advertising them is also criminalized.\(^\text{141}\) The Guam Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, doctors, nurses and their patients commenced suit against the Governor and others challenging the constitutionality of the statute.\(^\text{142}\) The federal district court addressed the issue of whether Roe v. Wade is controlling law in the territory of Guam.\(^\text{143}\) The district court answered affirmatively and permanently enjoined the defendants from enforcing

---

\(^{136}\) See Suit Filed, supra note 134, at 6 (reporting on criminal homicide charges under Utah’s new abortion statute); The New Fetal Police, Nat’L L.J., Aug. 26, 1991, at 13. Under the original version of Utah’s abortion statute, women could have faced the electric chair or gas chamber and doctors could have been prosecuted for first degree murder. Id.; see also Mimi Hall, Abortion Issue Can Produce Flaws in Laws, USA Today, Apr. 18, 1991, at 6A. The Utah legislature removed provisions that could have subjected Utah women to the death penalty. Id. However, they overlooked a provision that allows a charge of double homicide against someone who might kill a pregnant woman. Id.; Abortion Law Change, Newsday, Apr. 19, 1991, at 16 (reporting amendment to Utah’s abortion statute eliminating murder charge); Federal Judge, supra note 134 (pointing to five year sentence and $5000 fine against doctors performing illegal abortions even though criminal penalties were removed).

\(^{137}\) See Suit Filed, supra note 134, at 6 (reporting that effective date of Utah anti-abortion statute is stayed pending determination of suit brought by American Civil Liberties Union and Planned Parenthood); Utah Abortion Law Suspended Pending Litigation, United Press Int’l, July 11, 1991 (discussing suspension of Utah’s abortion law pending suit).


\(^{139}\) Id. § 31.20.

\(^{140}\) Id. §§ 31.21-.22.

\(^{141}\) Id. §§ 31.22-.23.


\(^{143}\) Id. at 1426.
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the unconstitutional statute.\textsuperscript{144} Not only did the statutory mandate fail to account for the trimester framework of \textit{Roe}, but the court found that the ban on solicitation was violative of the First Amendment's guarantee of free speech.\textsuperscript{145}

The Supreme Court in \textit{Webster v. Reproductive Health Services} denied that its decision would serve as an invitation to states to enact abortion laws "reminiscent of the dark ages."\textsuperscript{146} The aforementioned statutes contradict that denial and demonstrate the power of pro-life constituents in the states.\textsuperscript{147} It is submitted that pro-life states determined to eradicate the right of abortion within their boundaries will do so through austere regulations. It is further asserted that these severe regulations will continue to plague the Supreme Court as a result of its irreverent approach to \textit{Roe v. Wade}.

\textsuperscript{144} Id.

\textsuperscript{145} Id. at 1429 n.9 (quoting Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 413 (1989)).

\textsuperscript{146} Webster v. Reproductive Health Servs., 492 U.S. 490, 521 (1989). The majority faults the dissent for suggesting that its decision would redeliver the horrors of illegal and unsafe abortions as they were before \textit{Roe v. Wade}. Id. at 538, 557-58. The Court stated that this result is not what it intended and that the mere suggestion insults congressional representatives and their electorate. Id.

\textsuperscript{147} See supra notes 126-45 and accompanying text (describing harsh anti-abortion statutes in Louisiana, Utah and Guam which prohibit abortions with few exceptions); Tribe, supra note 1, at 177-91. Professor Tribe explains that there is a strong political impetus behind the abortion controversy which was fired by the \textit{Webster} decision. Id. at 177-79. The legislative bodies had become increasingly pro-life through single-issue voting. Id. at 178-79. The pro-life camps were adamant about the fight, i.e., politicians who were not pro-life would not get pro-life votes, while their pro-choice counterparts would not let the abortion issue be the deciding factor in an election. Id. at 179. However, many pro-choice organizations formulated "a comprehensive strategy aimed primarily at state legislatures." Id. at 178; Burt Solomon, \textit{Even for a President on a Roll}, \textit{Nat'l J.}, July 20, 1991, vol. 23, no. 29, at 1816 (depicting abortion as possible pivotal issue in next presidential election); Price, supra note 105 (addressing pro-life successes in state legislatures and opposing pro-choice strategy).

The effect abortion has on the federal government can be seen in a bill called the Freedom of Choice Act which was introduced in the Senate and reached the House floor. Tribe, supra note 1, at 191-92. The bill was designed to prohibit states from restricting previability abortions or later abortions necessary to save the life or health of the mother. Id. at 191: Price, supra note 105, at A1 (depicting intense lobbying on Congress to broaden or reduce abortion rights and pro-choice push for federal Freedom of Choice Act giving national legal right of abortion and preventing state interference); cf. Jonathan R. Macey, \textit{Federal Deference to Local Regulators and the Economic Theory of Regulation: Toward a Public-Choice Explanation of Federalism}, 76 Va. L. Rev. 265, 287-90 (1990). In the wake of \textit{Webster}, it is predicted that Congress will not preempt the abortion field. Id. at 287. Due to the absolute nature of the abortion controversy, the area is better left to local legislatures. Id. at 287-88. Congress will avoid entering this arena because of the serious political risks to its members. Id. at 290. Thus, Congress will use the state legislatures as a political buffer and shift the risk of error to local politicians. Id.
III. SUPREME COURT DECISION-MAKING

The doctrine of stare decisis could arguably bind the Supreme Court to the enunciated rule of law in *Roe v. Wade*. The legitimacy of the Supreme Court as a legal institution rests on the public's confidence in the neutrality and objectivity of its members and the consistency of its decisions. For sixteen years, the American people, their elected representatives and the lower courts have relied on the right of abortion. Following a pure stare decisis argument, it is submitted that the Supreme Court should have sustained *Roe v. Wade* against the oppression of funding and state regulation cases.

Although stare decisis has been characterized as binding and authoritative, it must accommodate the inevitable growth of the

---

148 See *William O. Douglas, Stare Decisis* 7 (1949). Justice Douglas depicted stare decisis as a strong recommendation to judges "to hold steadfast to ancient precedents lest the courts themselves add fresh doubt, confusion, and concern over the strength of our institutions." *Id.; Russell F. Moore, Stare Decisis* 4 (1958). Stare decisis is an English common law principle whereby courts adhere to their precedents and apply them to future cases that are factually similar. *Id.; Black's Law Dictionary* 1406 (6th ed. 1990) (defining stare decisis as abiding by or adhering to decided cases).

149 See supra notes 3-4 and accompanying text (holding and rationale of *Roe v. Wade*).


151 *Compare* *Roe v. Wade*, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (enunciating right of abortion) *with* *Webster v. Reproductive Health Servs.*, 492 U.S. 490 (1989) (detracting from that right).

152 See supra notes 10-77 and accompanying text (presenting state abortion funding cases of *Maher* and *Harris* and federal abortion funding decision of *Rust* as assaults on right of abortion).

153 See supra notes 79-147 and accompanying text (depicting intrusive, even prohibitive, nature of several state attempts at regulating abortion).
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law\textsuperscript{164} and yield to unfortunate error.\textsuperscript{165} Further, stare decisis has less weight in constitutional cases\textsuperscript{166} and the Court has overruled its own constitutional precedents on more than one hundred and thirty occasions in the past.\textsuperscript{167} These aspects of the doctrine, coupled with the tremendous opposition to the *Roe* decision, lend considerable support for *Roe's* abandonment.\textsuperscript{168} Additionally, it is

\textsuperscript{164} See *Re*, supra note 150, at 1 (acknowledging seemingly incongruent nature of stare decisis when law has changed).

\textsuperscript{165} See *Payne v. Tennessee*, 111 S. Ct. 2597, 2609 (1991) ("when governing decisions are unworkable or are badly reasoned, 'this Court has never felt constrained to follow precedent.'" (quoting *Smith v. Allwright*, 321 U.S. 649, 665 (1944)); *Moore*, supra note 148, at 93-94 (1958). The Supreme Court will reject stare decisis if it believes it has erred even if the rule of law has been followed for many years. *Id.; Re*, supra note 150, at 9-11. When the law has been "misunderstood or misapplied," there should be reversal. *Id. at 9* (citing *Kent: Commentaries* 475 (12th ed. 1896)); cf. *Benjamin Cardozo, The Nature of the Judicial Process* 12-13 (1921) (espousing theory that law is product of judicial predisposition, created not discovered).

\textsuperscript{166} See *Webster*, 492 U.S. at 518. The Supreme Court can make "needed changes" in constitutional cases and has done so in the past. *Id.* (citations omitted); *United States v. Scott*, 437 U.S. 82, 101 (1978), cert. denied, 440 U.S. 929 (1979). The Court recognized that in federal constitutional cases the Court must defer to "the lessons of experience and the force of better reasoning, recognizing that the process of trial and error, so fruitful in the physical sciences, is appropriate also in the judicial function." *Id.* (quoting *Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co.*, 285 U.S. 393, 406-08 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting)); see also *Burnet*, 285 U.S. at 406-08 (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (holding that although stare decisis is commanding, constitutional matters are nearly impossible to correct through legislative action and thus Supreme Court has often overruled earlier decisions); *Douglas*, supra note 148 at 9 (affirming that in constitutional law, stare decisis is attenuated); *Smith*, supra note 149, at 337 (asserting that growing conservative majority shows little reluctance to reverse constitutional case precedents, even where there are judicial decisions over many years solidifying original precedent).


\textsuperscript{168} See generally *Abortion: Freedom of Choice and the Right to Life* 187-217 (Lauren R. Sass ed., 1978) (outlining newspaper articles covering problematic results of right of abortion with respect to debate of when life begins); *Tribe*, supra note 1, at 16-21, 143-47, 161-96 (presenting tremendous response to *Roe v. Wade* which was primarily won by pro-life activists); William B. Ball, *Case Tactics and Court Strategies for Reversing Roe v. Wade*, in *Abortion and the Constitution* 185-93 (Dennis J. Horan et al. eds., 1987) (offering steps to destroy "bizarre decision" of *Roe v. Wade* and thus accomplish "a total erasure of legal
contended that the Court's lack of commitment to the principles of *Roe*, as evidenced by the funding and regulation cases examined above, demonstrates strong judicial disfavor toward continuing a national right of abortion. Thus, it is suggested that *Roe's* demise is inevitable, although it may occur through a less exacting method than express overruling.

The Supreme Court has chosen the unobtrusive course of sub silentio overruling to return the right of abortion to the states and to avoid the potential for social uproar. Repudiating a precedent without expressly overruling it is the crux of the sub silentio tactic. Its effect can be discerned by examining how the

---


160 See James Bopp, Jr. et al., Does the United States Supreme Court Have a Constitutional Duty to Expressly Reconsider and Overrule Roe v. Wade?, 1 SETON HALL CONST. L.J. 55, 57 (1990) [hereinafter Constitutional Duty]. Some commentators believe that the Supreme Court has approached the *Roe* decision from a sub silentio standpoint. *Id.* ["A] majority of the Court has now abandoned the foundation of abortion jurisprudence enunciated in *Roe v. Wade* . . . . By doing so, the Court has sub silentio overruled *Roe." *Id.* at 77 (footnote omitted); James Bopp, Jr. & Richard E. Coleson, Webster and the Future of Substantive Due Process, 28 Duq. L. Rev. 271 (1990). "Because of the lack of majority support for several key elements of *Roe*, the case is de facto overruled . . . . The elements of *Roe* which are sub silentio overruled go to the heart of the current abortion constitutional analysis." *Id.* at 277. The trimester framework and fundamental protection surrounding the right of abortion have been eliminated. *Id.* at 277-78. The undue burden standard is now the "de facto threshold standard of review" for abortion regulations. *Id.* at 278. Finally, substantive due process analysis has been "de facto modified" in abortion cases so that a state no longer needs to enact statutes "narrowly tailored" to the objectives of its compelling interest. *Id.* But see Webster, 492 U.S. at 532-37 (Scalia, J., concurring). Scalia, in his concurrence, labels the Court's acts as an avoidance of the issue, which he believes is different and far worse than sub silentio overruling. *Id.*
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funding and regulation decisions detract from the tenets of *Roe v. Wade.* Although sub silentio overruling is a common practice in our system of jurisprudence, it often clouds the law and undermines the legitimacy of both the new decision and the precedent. Stability is better achieved when the Court directly reviews the weaknesses of the prior case law and completely, rather than partially, overrules it. By giving credibility to both the funding and regulation cases in addition to *Roe v. Wade,* it is submitted that this sub silentio overruling has encouraged lower courts to diverge and adopt a rule of law in accord with its policy preferences, yielding the right of abortion to the whims of the state legislatures and courts. It is suggested that the Supreme Court has accepted these dangers and will continue to employ the sub silentio tactic until *Roe* is completely dismantled or until the Court is able to overrule the decision without recalcitrant opposition.

**CONCLUSION**

Supreme Court decision-making from *Maher v. Roe* to the recent case of *Rust v. Sullivan* illustrates the Court's intention to render *Roe v. Wade* a paper tiger. The sub silentio elimination of a

---

ARK. L. REV. 215 (1982) (“In the history of the Court many a decision has been overruled sub silentio...”).

162 See Constitutional Duty, supra note 160, at 75 (citing CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 2117 & Supp. 1988) (explaining that overrulings are not always express and many times must be deduced from principles of related cases).

163 See Pennhurst State School and Hosp. v. Halderman, 465 U.S. 89, 127 (1984) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (claiming at least 28 sub silentio repudiations by Supreme Court in last century); Constitutional Duty, supra note 160, at 75 (citation omitted) (proposing that sub silentio reversals are commonplace in Supreme Court decision-making); see, e.g., Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465, 519 n.14 (1976) (Brennan, J., dissenting) (stating that Court in *Stone* achieves its decision without expressly overruling “diametrically contrary precedents”).

164 See Bopp & Coleson, supra note 160, at 272. With a sub silentio overruling, courts and legislatures will be uncertain as to the state-of abortion law. Id.; Constitutional Duty, supra note 160, at 75. In recent abortion cases, the Supreme Court “skirted its obligation to say what the law is.” Id. Varying interpretations of these decisions demonstrate the extent of resulting confusion and thus “legislatures will be hard pressed to ascertain the constitutional limits on their discretion to act.” Id.; see also Joan Stumpf, Comment, A New Standard for Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Claims—Commonwealth v. Pierce, 61 TEMP. L. REV. 515, 534-35 (1988) (claiming that sub silentio overruling obscures existing caselaw and impacts precedential value).

165 See Stumpf, supra note 164, at 534-35 (asserting that overruling should occur by directly addressing faulty area of law and completely and expressly overturning it).
national right of abortion leaves that right to the designs of state legislatures, a majority of which are pro-life. Under this approach, the Supreme Court has ceded a woman's reproductive right to the dictates of her state's political polarization. As Justice Blackmun stated in his dissenting opinion in *Webster*, "I fear for the future. I fear for the liberty and equality of the millions of women who have lived and come of age . . . since *Roe* was decided. I fear for the integrity of, and public esteem for, this Court."166
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